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INTRODUCTION 
 The roadside crash modification function, CMFROADSIDE, is assumed to have the 

following form: 

 

𝐶𝑀𝐹𝑅𝑂𝐴𝐷𝑆𝐼𝐷𝐸 = [𝛽𝑆𝐻𝐿𝐷 ∙ 𝑋𝑆𝐻𝐿𝐷 ∙ ∏ 𝐶𝑀𝐹𝑗

𝑚1

𝑗=1

] + [𝛽𝑈𝑁𝑆𝐻𝐿𝐷 ∙ 𝑋𝑈𝑁𝑆𝐻𝐿𝐷 ∙ ∏ 𝐶𝑀𝐹𝑘

𝑚2

𝑘=1

] 

 

Where:  

XSHLD = Proportion of the segment edge where longitudinal barriers are installed where 0≤ 

XSHLD ≤ 1. 

XUNSHLD = Proportion of the segment edge where there are unshielded ditches or roadside 

slopes and other unshielded fixed objects where 0≤ XUNSHLD ≤ 1.   

Condition  

that: 1 =  XSHLD + XUNSHLD (100% of the segment edge is accounted for). 

βSHLD = A regression coefficient associated with the segment edges where longitudinal 

barriers are installed. 

βUNSHLD = A regression coefficient associated with the segment edges where there are 

unshielded ditches, roadside slopes or fixed objects like trees, tree lines, utility 

poles, bridge piers, etc. 

CMFj = Crash modification factors associated with roadside feature j that modify the 

ROR crashes associated with longitudinal barriers.  These CMFs would account 

for characteristics like barrier type, barrier terminals, barrier transitions, barrier 

offset, etc. 

CMFk = Crash modification factors associated with roadside feature k that modify the 

ROR crashes associated with unshielded roadsides.  These CMFs would account 

for characteristics like the presence of ditches, the density of narrow fixed 

objects, and other unshielded objects. 

 

Crash type definitions were developed for the different ROR crash types to accompany 

CMFROADSIDE.  These same definitions are used here.  Recall that any vehicle that runs off the 

road in any sequence of events is included in the dataset used to develop the SPFs.  The 

modeling of CMFROADSIDE used the same crash database, but divided the dataset into crashes 

with longitudinal barriers (LB) and other crashes (OC).  A longitudinal barrier crash was defined 

as any crash where the longitudinal barrier is the first object struck off the road.  In other words, 

if a vehicle runs of the road to the left and hits a w-beam, it is a LB.  If a vehicle side-swipes 

another vehicle then runs off the road then hits a longitudinal barrier, it is a LB.  On the other 

hand, if a vehicle runs of the road to the right and hits a tree then a longitudinal barrier, it is an 

OC.   

The development of CMFROADSIDE was documented in Attachment C16.  Throughout the 

derivation of βSHLD and βUNSHLD, CMFj and CMFk are taken to be unity since the modelling at 

that point was based on the mean roadside condition of the base segments.  βSHLD and βUNSHLD 

were tabulated for each severity discussed in Attachment C16.  The documentation of the 

roadside base conditions where CMFj and CMFk, are equal to unity is provided in Attachment 

D16.   

http://www.roadsafellc.com/NCHRP17-54/QPR/AttachmentC16.pdf
http://www.roadsafellc.com/NCHRP17-54/QPR/AttachmentC16.pdf
http://www.roadsafellc.com/NCHRP17-54/QPR/AttachmentD16.pdf
http://www.roadsafellc.com/NCHRP17-54/QPR/AttachmentD16.pdf
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This attachment documents the development of CMFs for countermeasures which may 

impact the proportion of longitudinal barrier crashes (CMFj) (e.g., offset, barrier type, etc.) or the 

proportion of other crashes (CMFk) (e.g., narrow fixed object density, offset, terrain, etc.).  Using 

the definitions for longitudinal barrier crashes (LB) and other crashes (OC) discussed above, the 

P(LB) and P(OC) were taken to be mutually exclusive events, therefore, 𝑃(𝐿𝐵 ∪ 𝑂𝐶) =
𝑃(𝐿𝐵) + 𝑃(𝑂𝐶).  CMFj should be applied to the first term and CMFk should be applied to the 

second term.  Restated, CMFj is proposed to modify the P(LB) and CMFk is proposed to modify 

the P(OC).   

SIMULATED BEFORE/AFTER STUDY TO DEVELOP CMFJ AND CMFK 
Hauer described a before-after approach to the development of CMFs where data was 

gathered under two conditions and the expected number of crashes for each condition compared. 

[Hauer97]This before-after approach has been adopted here.  The data used in the analysis was 

simulated here using the third version of the Roadside Safety Analysis Program (RSAPv3).  A 

simulated data collection technique is favored here for many reasons, including data collection 

by States of roadside conditions and assets is only now starting to gain momentum (e.g., most 

States lack guardrail inventory).  The use of RSAPv3 will allow States to continually apply this 

procedure to develop additional CMFs as desired.  RSAPv3 was the chosen simulation tool 

because it is used by the AASHTO Technical Committee on Roadside Safety (TCRS) to develop 

roadside design guidance. 

Risk Assessment Procedures 

As background for the discussion, it is useful to establish exactly what risk is in the field 

of roadside safety.  Consider a coin toss.  The probability of a coin toss resulting in a “heads” is p 

=0.5.  If a “heads” is defined as the event of interest and let x equal the number of such events in 

n independent trials, the probability of observing the event can be found using a binomial 

distribution.  If the coin is tossed one time (n=1), the probability that there will be one “heads” 

event (x=1) is 0.5.  If the coin is tossed twice (n=2), the probability that there will be two 

“heads” events (x=2) is 0.25, etc.  These concepts remain the same but become more difficult to 

visualize as the number of trials increase.  Figure 1a shows the binomial probability distribution 

that there will be x “heads” events in twenty trials.  Notice that there is a higher probability of 

having ten “heads” than any other value, however, the probability of observing exactly 10 

“heads” is only 0.176.  Figure 1b expresses this same information as a cumulative distribution 

showing that the probability of having 10 or fewer “heads” events is 0.588 in twenty trials.  It 

also follows that the probability of having more than 10 “heads” events is 1-0.588 = 0.412. 
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a)  Binomial Probability Distribution (BPD). b)  Cumulative Binomial Distribution (CBD). 

Figure 1.  Probability of Observing Heads in Twenty Coin Tosses. 
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These concepts are readily applicable to roadside safety engineering, the independent 

trials will be the vehicle encroachments which vary with traffic volume, roadway characteristics 

and segment length.  The event of interest is a crash of a certain severity with the object of 

concern (x), the Binomial Probability Distribution (BPD) function can be used to determine the 

probability of x crashes of a particular severity occurring for any placement of that object.   

RSAPv3 saves the individual crash costs for each simulated trajectory using the 

equivalent fatal crash cost ratio (EFCCR), which essentially represents the average severity of a 

crash with the particular type of object.  The saved values are used to develop the cumulative 

distribution of crash costs over the life of each alternative.  The BPD can then be determined 

from the cumulative distribution, as was demonstrated with the coin toss example. 

Crash data from police reports specify a discreet level of injury (e.g., KABCO) but, in 

fact, the actual crash cost for any specific crash varies along a continuous spectrum.  RSAPv3 

estimates crash costs on a continuous scale so it is necessary to map the continuous crash cost 

spectrum onto the discreet KABCO levels for this analysis.  Table 1 shows the discrete values 

used for this analysis.  For example, while an EFCCR of 1 represents the average fatal crash 

severity, any crash with an EFCCR greater than 0.263117 is considered a fatal crash. 

 

Table 1.  EFCCR Threshold for Each Identified Target Risk. [Ray16] 

 K A B C PDO 

EFCCR 1.0 0.07 0.01 0.007 0.0007 

Risk of Fatal (K) 

Threshold 
  K> 0.263117     

Risk of K+A 

Threshold 
K+A> 0.030961    

Risk of KABC 

Threshold 
F+I> 0.002371  

 

Returning to the discussion of the risk assessment procedure, the independent trials are 

the vehicle encroachments (n).  The event (e.g., heads or tails) (x) is defined as a crash with the 

object of interest that has an EFCCR greater than the thresholds shown in Table 1.  The 

cumulative binomial distribution function can be used to determine the binomial probability 

distribution for a specified severity occurring for any placement of the object under evaluation.   

 

Determine the expected risk per edge for base roadside conditions for each Risk threshold. 

Recall CMFROADSIDE has been calibrated to the base conditions of the SPF through the 

development of BSHLD and BUNSHLD.  Recall when developing BSHLD and BUNSHLD, CMFj and 

CMFk were assumed to equal unity.  This step will develop companion CMFs for modifying 

those conditions to allow for the consideration of crash severity with different roadside features 

and different locations on the roadside.   

The documentation of the roadside base conditions where CMFj and CMFk, are equal to 

unity is provided in Attachment D16.  The development of the EFCCRs from the crash data with 

each of these three crash types for divided and undivided roadways was documented in 

Attachment E16.  Both the characteristics and the developed EFCCRs have been summarized in 

Table 2.  These conditions will be used to develop the RSAPv3 base conditions models for 

divided and undivided highways. 

  

http://www.roadsafellc.com/NCHRP17-54/QPR/AttachmentD16.pdf
http://www.roadsafellc.com/NCHRP17-54/QPR/AttachmentE16.pdf
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Table 2.  Mean Characteristics and EFCCR for Roadside Base Conditions. 

Obstacle Type and Offset Undivided 

Shielded Right Edge (feet/mile) 558 

Offset to Barrier (feet) 8.34 

LB EFCCR65 0.0226 

NFO Density (#/mile) 33 

NFO Offset (feet) 37.56 

NFO EFCCR65 0.0215 

Misc. hazards (feet/mile) 465 

Offset to misc. hazards (feet) 42.25 

Misc. EFCCR65 0.0325 

 

 

The base conditions for both the divided and undivided SPF were used to develop the RSAPv3 

model.  These conditions are as follows: 

 twelve foot lanes, 

 flat and straight, 

 eight foot right shoulders,  

 four foot median shoulders, 

 posted speed limit of 50mph or greater, and 

 two lanes for undivided and four lanes for divided. 

 

The expected risk per edge for the base roadside conditions for each risk threshold was 

simulated.  The results are shown in Table 3.  The analysis was conducted for the roadside 

condition with all obstacles present, with only the narrow fixed objects (NFO), with only the 

miscellaneous objects (misc.) and with only the longitudinal barrier (LB).  The probability of 

observing a fatal crash was not measurable for any of the analyses.   

 

Table 3.  Probability of a Single Crash with a Severity Greater than Shown for Undivided 

Roads. 

Condition 
Undivided 

A+K F+I 

Base roadside conditions 0.013746 0.160917 

Base condition - NFO only 0.002443 0.041709 

Base condition - Misc only 0.004809 0.033743 

Base condition - LB only 0.006490 0.085461 

 

The base condition EFCCRs are derived from a severity distribution of all the crashes in 

the database, including those crashes which are multi-vehicle ROR crashes and crashes which 

included multiple objects struck.  The EFCCRs were categorized by the first object struck on the 

roadside.  Conversely, the EFCCRs present in the default severity table of RSAPv3 represent 

crashes where the severity was the result of a crash with only that hazard.  Table 3 shows the 

base roadside conditions with the LB EFCCR replaced by w-beam and generic terminals 

EFCCRs.  This model included the NFO and miscellaneous obstacles.  This knowledge of how a 
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w-beam with terminals base condition model differs from the base condition model is necessary 

to isolate how much severity is experienced from on-road events which results in ROR crashes.  

In other words, the differences observed cannot be prevented by changes to the roadside because 

the severity was accumulating prior to the vehicle existing the roadway.    

 

 

DEVELOPMENT OF CMFJ 
It is assumed that the type and offset of barrier is independent from the amount of 

shielding, therefore, the probability of an LB crash on barrier type i is independent of the 

probability of an LB crash on barrier type j.  This can be written as 𝑃(𝐿𝐵𝑖  ∩ 𝐿𝐵𝑗) = 𝑃(𝐿𝐵𝑖) ∙

𝑃(𝐿𝐵𝑗).  Extending this relationship to CMFROADSIDE, 𝑃(𝐿𝐵𝑖  ∩ 𝐿𝐵𝑗) = 𝑃(𝐿𝐵𝑖) ∙ 𝐶𝑀𝐹𝑗  .  A 

simulated before/after study was used to develop CMFj.   

 

Determine the expected change in risk per edge for changes to base protected roadside condition 

for each severity level. 

The expected risk per each edge was examined for changes to the protected roadside 

edges.  Each condition was simulated for each risk threshold.  The results are shown in Table 4.  

While the model varied the longitudinal barrier only, the probabilities were determined holding 

the other roadside obstacles (i.e., narrow fixed objects, terrain, etc.) constant.  Again, the 

probability of observing a fatal crash was not measurable for any of the alternative.   

 

Table 4.  Probability of a Single Crash with a Severity Greater than shown. 

Condition 
Undivided 

A+K F+I 

Offset barrier 4’ 0.013817 0.167964 

Offset barrier 6’ 0.013746 0.165585 

Offset barrier 8’ 0.013733 0.161650 

Offset barrier 10’ 0.013039 0.158448 

Offset barrier 12’ 0.013049 0.155282 

 

Estimate the safety effect of changes to the protected roadside. 

The risk of longitudinal barrier crashes was isolated from the other crashes in the model 

and the change in offset compared.  The results are shown in Table 5. 
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Table 5.  Change the Offset of Barrier CMF. 

Barrier 

Offset 

(feet) 

Undivided 

F+I 

CMF 

A+K 

CMF 

4 1.08 1.01 

6 1.05 1.00 

8 1.01 1.00 

8.34 (base) 1.00 1.00 

10 0.97 0.89 

12 0.93 0.89 

 

DEVELOPMENT OF CMFK 
The development of CMFk includes development of CMFs for terrain and fixed object 

density.  It is assumed that the roadside terrain is independent from the type or density of fixed 

objects.  The probability of an OC crash on terrain type T is independent of the probability of an 

OC crash with fixed object FO.  This can be written as 𝑃(𝑂𝐶𝑇  ∩ 𝑂𝐶𝐹𝑂) = 𝑃(𝑂𝐶𝑇) ∙ 𝑃(𝑂𝐶𝐹𝑂).  

The CMF for terrain can therefore be developed independently of the CMF for fixed objects, but 

the two CMFs can be used on concert to modify the second term of CMFROASIDE.  The CMFs for 

fixed object density have been developed using a simulated before-after study and are discussed 

here. 

 

Determine the expected change in risk per edge for changes to base unprotected roadside 

condition for each severity level. 

The expected risk per each edge was examined for changes to the unprotected roadside 

edges.  Each condition was simulated for each risk threshold.  While the model varied the narrow 

fixed objects (NFO) and miscellaneous objects only, the probabilities were determined holding 

the longitudinal barrier constant.  Changes to the narrow fixed objects only are shown in Table 6.  

Changes to the miscellaneous objects only are shown in Table 7.  Again, the probability of 

observing a fatal crash was not measurable for any of the simulations.   
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Table 6.  Probability of a Single Crash with a Severity Greater than Shown with Changes 

to the Narrow Fixed Objects. 

Condition 
Undivided 

A+K F+I 

Third NFO 0.012888 0.147550 

Half NFO 0.012473 0.139094 

Quarter NFO 0.011801 0.127810 

None NFO 0.011287 0.119938 

Base NFO density 5’ closer to road 0.013910 0.176342 

Base NFO density 10’ closer to road 0.013984 0.180344 

Base NFO density 15’ closer to road 0.017748 0.219007 

Third NFO density 5’ closer to road 0.013036 0.156908 

Third NFO density 10’ closer to road 0.013103 0.159734 

Third NFO density 15’ closer to road 0.016361 0.188029 

Quarter NFO density 5’ closer to road 0.011824 0.131064 

Quarter NFO density 10’ closer to road 0.011833 0.132022 

Quarter NFO density 15’ closer to road 0.011904 0.135205 

Half NFO density 5’ closer to road 0.012544 0.146582 

Half NFO density 10’ closer to road 0.012557 0.148842 

Half NFO density 15’ closer to road 0.015659 0.171304 

     

 

Table 7.  Probability of a Single Crash with a Severity Greater than Shown with Changes 

to the Miscellaneous Objects. 

Condition 
Undivided 

A+K F+I 

Third misc objects 0.012100 0.149395 

half misc objects 0.011338 0.143979 

No misc objects 0.008934 0.127171 

Base misc objects - 10' offset 0.021539 0.198132 

Base misc objects - 20' offset 0.016138 0.186752 

Base misc objects - 30' offset 0.014351 0.171989 

Base misc objects - 40' offset 0.013730 0.161416 

Half misc objects - 10' offset 0.015199 0.163386 

Half misc objects - 20' offset 0.012537 0.156879 

Half misc objects - 30' offset 0.011637 0.149703 

Half misc objects - 40' offset 0.011338 0.144326 

Third misc objects - 10' offset 0.017218 0.174471 

Third misc objects - 20' offset 0.013669 0.166382 

Third misc objects - 30' offset 0.012499 0.156763 

Third misc objects - 40' offset 0.012084 0.149688 
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Estimate the safety effect of changes to the base roadside conditions. 

The probability of a crash on the unprotected roadside (i.e., NFO or misc.) was isolated 

from the model.  Changes to the density and offset of the NFOs were compared.  A CMF was 

developed for F+I and A+K crashes for changes to the density and offset to NFOs.  This CMF 

assumes no changes to the density or offset of miscellaneous objects.  This CMF also assumes no 

changes to the roadside terrain.  The results are shown in Table 8 and Table 9. 

 

Table 8.  F+I CMF for Change in Density and/or offset to NFO* (Undiv) 

 

Density (#/mile) 

33 

(base) 
22 16 8 

O
ff

se
t 

(f
ee

t)
 

23 2.39 1.65 1.25 0.38 

28 1.47 0.97 0.71 0.31 

33 1.37 0.90 0.66 0.28 

38 (base) 1.00 0.68 0.48 0.21 

*assumes no change to the misc objects density or offset. 

 

 

Table 9.  A+K CMF for Change in Density and/or offset to NFO* (Undiv) 

 

Density (#/mile) 

33 

(base) 
22 16 8 

O
ff

se
t 

(f
ee

t)
 

23 2.64 2.07 1.78 0.25 

28 1.10 0.74 0.51 0.22 

33 1.07 0.71 0.51 0.21 

38 (base) 1.00 0.65 0.48 0.21 

*assumes no change to the misc objects density or offset. 

 

Changes to the density and offset of the miscellaneous objects were compared.  A CMF 

was developed for F+I and A+K crashes for changes to the density and offset to miscellaneous 

objects.  This CMF assumes no changes to the density or offset of narrow fixed objects.  This 

CMF also assumes no changes to the roadside terrain.  The results are shown in Table 10 and 

Table 11. 
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Table 10.  F+I CMF for Change in Density and/or offset to Miscellaneous Objects* (Undiv) 

 

Density (feet/mile) 

465 

(base) 
310 232 

O
ff

se
t 

(f
ee

t)
 10 2.10 1.40 1.07 

20 1.77 1.16 0.88 

30 1.33 0.88 0.67 

40 1.01 0.67 0.51 

42 (base) 1.00 0.66 0.50 

*assumes no change to the NFO density or offset. 

 

 

Table 11.  A+K CMF for Change in Density and/or offset to Miscellaneous Objects* 

(Undiv) 

 

Density (feet/mile) 

465 

(base) 
310 232 

O
ff

se
t 

(f
ee

t)
 10 2.62 1.72 1.30 

20 1.50 0.98 0.75 

30 1.13 0.74 0.56 

40 1.00 0.65 0.50 

42 (base) 1.00 0.66 0.50 

*assumes no change to the NFO density or offset. 

 

 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
The results presented herein represent preliminary results for the undivided roadside.  

Work will continue this quarter to finalize the undivided roadside CMFs and simulate the divided 

roadside CMFs.  The team will explore the possibility of having one group of CMFs which can 

be interchangeable between divided and undivided roadways this quarter as well.   
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